We prove the fact that correlation functions of topological sigma model (A-model) on Fano hypersurfaces in CP N −1 can be written as polynomials of correlation functions of degree 1 (number of lines, or Schubert numbers) up to degree 3. We extend the above formalism to the case of Calabi-Yau hypersurface in CP N −1 and explain the above characteristic is conserved in the case of Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces (up to degree 3). We also obtained numerically satisfying results for degree 4 rational curves. Our formalism has close relation to the hypergeometric series used in the mirror calculation. 1
Introduction
In [4] , we analyzed the Kähler sub-ring H * q,e (M k N ) of quantum cohomology ring for degree k hypersuface M k N in CP N −1 by numerical computation using the torus action method under the condition of c 1 (M k N ) ≥ 0. Our arguments in that paper are summarized as the following three points. if c 1 (M k N ) ≥ 2 (Our computation was performed under the condition that N ≤ 9). 2. Quantum correction of H * q,e (M k N ) are factorized into the sum of products of finite set of integers, i.e., number of lines that remain invariant under the variation of N if the condition c 1 (M k N ) ≥ 2 is satisfied. 3. The reason that (1.1) holds is roughly explained by the toric compactification of moduli space of maps from CP 1 to CP N −1 . Moreover, boundary parts of moduli space are irrelevant if c 1 (M k N ) = N − k ≥ 2. Our arguments rely on numerical computation as to 1. and 2. and the explanation of 3. was heuristic and more accurate treatment was needed.
Exact proof of 1. was done by Givental [3] . He constructed the exact solution of Gauss-Manin system (deformation parameter is restricted to Kähler deformation) associated to A-model on M k N by using torus action method and show that it satisfies linear ODE of hypergeometric type if c 1 (M k N ) = N −k ≥ 2. This ODE reduces to the relation of H * q,e (M k N ) under certain limit (in his notationh → 0) and we have (1.1). He also discuss the case of c 1 (M k N ) = 1, 0 and he showed that the above solution satisfies the linear ODE of hypergeometric type if a) some multiplicative factor are added. (c 1 (M k N ) = 1) b) some multiplicative factor are added and at the same time, coordinate transformation (by mirror map) is performed. (c 1 (M k N ) = 0) The argument b) corresponds to the proof of mirror symmetry ,i.e., topological sigma models on Calabi-Yau manifolds realized as the complete intersections of CP N −1 can be solved by the analysis of hypergeometric series. His proof of the symmetry seems to rely on flat metric condition or the fact that condition that three point functions including identity operator does not receive quantum correction. Then the argument goes very smooth but we can hardly see what is happening microspically in compensation for the smoothness. In this paper, we try to prove (1.1) by induction of N that is entirely different approach from Givental's. We will show that quantum correction of H * q,e (M k N ) is written in terms of H * q,e (M k N +1 ) from the specialization procedure. This procedure is purely geometric and can be applied to any M k N . If c 1 (M k N ) ≥ 2 , recursion relation obtained from specialization is invariant under variation of N and the form of the relation of H * q,e (M k N ) remains simple. But if c 1 (M k N ) = 1 recursion relation for degree 1 holomorphic maps (quantum correction) changes and in c 1 (M k N ) = 0 case, the form of recursion relations change for all degree of maps. Then it follows that main relation of (1.1) receives corrections from all degrees of maps. We first computed the recursion relation for lines in case of H * q,e (M N N ) and evaluated the degree 1 part of the relation. The result had very similar structure from the result from mirror symmetry [34] and we speculated that the above correction and the correction terms argued in [34] has close relation.
We try to make it clear that the correction of recursion relations for H * q,e (M N N ) and the correction terms of mirror calculation in [34] . In conclusion, these correction terms of recursion relations are discribed by the hypergeometric series used in the mirror calculation (up to degree 3). And construction of correction terms are obtained from the procedure that arises from flat metric condition.
On the other hand, we can prove 2. using the recursion relations. The recursion relations have the structure that writes the quantum correction from degree d maps in H * q,e (M k N ) in terms of those of lower degree in H * q,e (M k N +1 ). We can easily see from topological selection rule that by taking N fairly large, remaining quantum corrections come from holomorphic maps of degree 1 (lines). Then if we can construct the recursion relations, we can prove 2. by induction of N. We think this procedure remains effective for the c 1 (M k N ) < 0 case. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we overview the structure of quantum cohomology ring of M k N , especially the part corresponding to primitive classes.
In section 3, we review the outline of the structure of H * q,e (M k N ) and discuss the singular aspects of c 1 (M k N ) = 1, 0. In section 4, we introduce the specialization procedure and derive the recursion relations for c 1 (M k N ) ≥ 1 case (up to degree 3). In section 5, we extend the specialization procedure and determine the modification of the recursion relation (up to degree 2). And using the results of section 5, we evaluate the main relation of H * q,e (M N N ) and compare the result from mirror symmetry. We will also show that the above results are made into compact form using hypergeometric series used in mirror calculation and propose the procedure to construct the modification of recursion relation for holomorphic maps of arbitrary degree d.
In section 6, we propose some conjectures on the structure of quantum cohomology rings for projective hypersurfaces, and construct recursion relation for degree 4 rational curves under the assumption of our conjecture.
Quantum cohomology of Fano hypersurfaces
In this section we consider a Fano hypersurface V of degree k in P n+1 (n ≥ 3). It is H 2 (V, Z) = Zq, where dq is the class of a plane section, and H 2 (V, Z) is spanned by the class x of the hyperplane section H. The ring H * (V, Q) is generated by x and by the primitive cohomology H n (V, Q) 0 , with the relations x n+1 = 0, x∪a 1 = 0, a 1 ∪a 2 = k −1 V (a 1 ∧ a 2 )x n for a 1 , a 2 primitive classes. We shall denote ( | ) V the intersection form, so that (a|b) V = V a ∧ b. For 0 ≤ i ≤ n, x i is the class of the linear section of V of codimension i, hence x = x 1 and x i = k −1 x i . The vectors x i span the invariant part R of H * (V, Q), this is the orthogonal complement of H n (V, Q) 0 . We recall that the Fano index of V is h = h(V ) = n + 2 − k. Denote Z{H 2 (V, Z)} the graded homogeneous ring of formal Laurent series n d q d with integer coefficients. One introduces a ring structure on H * (V, Z{H 2 (V, Z)}) by the rule that for homogeneous α * , β * in H * (V, Z) the quantum multiplication product is α * · β * = l (α * , β * ) d q d , where (α * , β * ) 0 is the ordinary cohomology product, and (α * , β * ) d is a class of degree deg(α * ) + deg(β * ) − 2hd defined by the condition ((α * , β * ) d |γ) = [α * , β * , γ; d; V ]. This last term is the GW invariant, which can be informally defined as the number of rational curves of degree d on V meeting representative submanifold A,B,G in general position. We shall use the associativity and the grading properties of ·, whose rigorous and highly non trivial construction is due to Ruan and Tian [RT] . We recall some facts from [Tian] . He observed that the GW classes [α 1 , . . . , α l ; d; V ] are invariant under monodromy action, this is a direct corollary of the main result in [RT], and he applied this explicitly to cases like hypersurfaces by using the Picard-Lefschetz theorem.
Proposition 1 Tian
If m − l is odd and a s are primitive classes then
Proof The statement holds when n is odd for trivial reasons, indeed by definition [x i 1 , . . . , x i l , a l+1 , . . . , a m ; j; V ] = 0 if 2( i j ) + (m − l)n = 2n + 2hd + 2(m + l − 3). Coming to the case when the hypersurface V is even dimensional, we recall that the monodromy group M is generated by reflections defined by the vanishing cycles. The case of even dimensional quadrics is readily checked, since the vanishing cohomology has rank one in this case. On the other hand if n > 3 and k > 3, by the same argument explained in p.384 of [PP], a lemma of Deligne yields that the Zariski closureM is in fact the full group of isometries of H * (V, C) 0 . Thus the GW invariant above defines a symmetric multilinear form with an odd number of entries, invariant under the orthogonal group, it is clear that such a form vanishes.
If h ≥ 2 Tian's result yields x · a = 0, for a ∈ H n (V, Q) 0 . Instead we have
Proof The statement is equivalent to [x, a 1 , a 2 ; 1] = −k!(a 1 |a 2 ) V , here a i are primitive classes and [x, a 1 , a 2 ; 1] is the GW number of the lines which meet them. Our proof of this equality is based on a remark of Beauville, see [Be] 4. Application II. In this direction we also need to prove the formula below, which is a generalization of a result of Tyurin, see [Ty], [BM] and [L] . Let W be a general hypersurface whose generic hyperplane section is V . Then the Fano variety F (W ) of lines on W is non singular irreducible of dimension k and there are k! lines on W which meet a general point, cf. [L]. The variety F (V ) is a non singular subvariety of codimension 2 in F (W ). The natural P 1 bundle p : L → F (W ) surjects λ : L → W with degree k!. We denote γ : BF → V the restriction of λ to V , γ has degree k!. Then β : BF → F (W ) is the blow up along F (V ) and the projection of the exceptional divisor π : E → F (V ) is the restriction of p. We denote here i : E → BF and j : V → W the natural inclusions. The cohomology of a blow up decomposes as a direct sum, in our case H * (BF, Q) = i * π * (H * −2 (F (V ), Q)) ⊕ β * (H * (F (W ), Q)). Now γ * H * (BF, Q) → H * (V, Q) is a surjection, because γ : BF → V is. It is known that the primitive cohomology is contained in the image (γi) * π * (H * −2 (F (V ), Q)), see [L] . We need the stronger result that given a primitive class a there is a class α with γ * (a) = i * π * α, this is equivalent to β * γ * (a) = 0. Consider a cycle A which represents a and which is in general position with respect to the locus covered by the lines on V . Then β * γ * (A) = β * (λ * (j * (A)) ∩ BF ), now j * (A) = 0 in H n+2 (W, Q)) because primitive classes are annihilated by j * . Given a 1 and a 2 primitive classes one has equality of degrees of intersection (γ * a 1 |γ * a 2 ) BF = k!(a|b) V , because the degree of γ is k!. On the other hand γ * a 1 = i * π * α 1 , γ * a 2 = i * π * α 2 . The excess intersection formula of [Fu1] yields (i * π * α 1 |i * π * α 2 ) BF = −(π * α 1 |π * α 2 ·ζ) E = −(α 1 |α 2 ) F (V ) , here ζ denotes the tautological class of E as a P 1 bundle, and ζ is known to be the opposite of the class of the normal bundle of E in BF . Thus
Now it is geometrically clear, and this is the idea from [Be], that
Tian's vanishing implies also that the quantum product of the hyperplane class with a linear section is of type
We set w := x + k!q, if h = 1, and otherwise w := x, and we write w s the s − th power of w with respect to the quantum product. Then w satisfies a unique minimal monic equation F = 0, of degree (n + 1), the equation which is found by setting s = n+1 in the displayed formula. This is of the form F := w n+1 +
Following Tian we note that associativity yields 0
studied the structure of the quantum ring of Fano hypersurfaces of degree small with respect to the dimension. Beauville's result deals with the case n ≥ 2k − 3, in this case only the coefficient c 1 = 0. Now −c 1 is the sum of the Schubert numbers of lines on V , and it turns out that −c 1 = k k so that Theorem 1 The quantum cohomology of V over the rational numbers is generated by w and
This theorem holds in fact always, the hardest part (i) is a deep theorem of Givental [Gi], while (ii) and (iii) follow from the same arguments used before.
Remark Coming to the case h = 1 A. Collino independently computed, in October 1995, the special case of the quartic 3-fold. His result was made possible by the generous help of Prof. Strømme, who kindly provided the needed GW invariants of twisted cubics on the quartic 3-fold produced by means of a program of his running on Maple, which gives the numbers of twisted cubics satisfying Schubert conditions on a given hypersurface, for the method see [ES] . The second ingredient tool was the previous proposition, using it one could avoid dealing with rational quartic curves. Motivated by this example we looked for recursion formulas, so to prove the main relation (i) above by means of descending induction starting from Beauville's formula, at that time Givental's result was still unknown.
3 Kähler Sub-Ring H * q,e (M k N ) of Quantum Cohomology Ring for Hypersurface in CP N−1 M k N is the degree k hypersurface in CP N −1 (In this section we slightly change some notations, N := n + 2,
Kähler sub-ring H * q,e (M k N ) of quantum cohomology ring for M k N consists of O e α (α = 0, 1, 2, · · · N − 2). Multiplication rules of H * q,e (M k N ) is determined from flat metric and three point functions
and the rules are
represents moduli space of rational curves of degree d with three punctures in M k N . We can think of O e as the generator of H * q,e (M k N ) and we only have to determine the multiplication rule between O e and O e α . And from topological selection rule,
For conventional reason, we rewrite (3.6) as follows.
In going from first line to the last line, we used the fact that q 0 part of H * q,e (M k N ) coincides with the classical cohomology ring. From topological selection rule, L N,k,d m is non-zero only if the following conditions are satisfied.
We can rewrite (3.8) into
We can see from (3.9) that selection rule becomes singular for degree 1 if c 1 (M k N ) = 1 and for all degree if c 1 (M k N ) = 0. We also have to note that if we take N large while fixing k, remaining quantum correction comes from degree 1 holomorphic maps.
Next, we consider the generator representation of the ring.
If we set m = 0 at the r.h.s of (3.10), we obtain main relation of H * q,e (M k N ). From consistency between (3.7) and (3.10),
(3.12)
We can solve (3.12) as follows.
The fact that main relation of H * q,e (M k N ) takes the form of (O e ) N −1 −k k (O e ) k−1 ·q = 0 is equivalent to,
(3. 14) 4 Specialization and Recursion Relation for
Proof In this proof, we embed M k N as the linear section of a general hypersurface
where the hyperplane H shall be identified with CP N −1 . We shall use the elementary observation that an irreducible curve of degree d which intersects H in (d + 1) points lie on it. Next, we introduce the notation, In (4.19) , A N a i denotes codimension a i linear subspace in CP N −1 and of course, we have
We have to note that A N i 's are in general position in CP N −1 . Next we introduce "singular position" correlation functions.
In (4.21), A N +1 
comes from connected reducible curves with one component lies on M k N +1 and the other lies on M k N . Then we have the following equation,
where R represents contributions from connected reducible curves. Next, we introduce the following lemma.
In proving the above lemma, we will obtain clear image of the scenario of construction of recursive formulas.
Consider Y a a general hypersurface in P n+2 of degree k and let X be the section cut on Y by a hyperplane in general position, which we identify with P n+1 . We shall assume in the following that X is a Fano hypersurface so that k ≤ n + 1.
Our aim here is to show that the basic GW invariants for lines, conics and cubics on X can be expressed as polynomials in the GW invariants on Y , and that such polynomials have a universal formulation. Our procedure is heuristic, for instance we shall assume without proof that certain intersection cycles have the correct dimension and that their multiplicity is 1. We expect that our arguments can be completed by means of a detailed analysis which for the harder case of rational cubics might be based on the study of twisted cubics on hypersurfaces, as it is done by [E-S]. We take for granted that a system of GW classes has been constructed for X and Y , at least for rational curves up to degree 3, by means of Kontsevich space of stable maps and we freely use the first reconstruction theorem of [K-M], according to which for a Fano manifold X the GW numbers are explicitly computable by means of a finite set of basic GW invariants. A proof of the recursive formula for Fano manifolds is given in chapter 7 of [Tian] . In a way our result is a refinement of this theorem, in that it shows that up to cubic curves the basic GW invariants are polynomials in the Schubert numbers of lines on X.
Our hypothesis is that X and Y are general enough so that the varieties of lines, conics and twisted cubics have the expected dimensions, see [E-S].
Given a projective variety Z Kontsevich [K] has constructed the coarse moduli spaceM :=M (Z, m, β) of stable maps of homological class β to Z, thusM is the set of equivalence classes of data [C, p 1 , . . . , p m , µ] where µ : C → Z is the 'stable' map, C is a varying,projective, connected, nodal curve of arithmetic genus 0, and p 1 , . . . , p m are distinct labeled nonsingular points on C. We refer to [FP] for a detailed discussion of this construction. The canonical evaluation maps
Let now Z be a general non singular Fano hypersurface of dimension n ≥ 3, degree k and index h(Z) = n + 2 − k. We consider the case when β is the class of a curve of degree d and we assume thatM (Z, m, d) has the expected dimension dimZ + dh(Z) + m − 3 and similarly for the boundary components. We recall that such components are associated with the choice of a partition A ∪ B of the set [m] := {1, . . . , m} and of the choice of d 1 + d 2 with d = d 1 + d 2 . More precisely let m ≥ 4, the boundary componentD(A, B; d 1 , d 2 ) is defined as the locus of moduli points corresponding to reducible domain curve C = C 1 ∪ C 2 , where µ * (C i ) has degree d i . C is obtained by gluing at • the curve C 1 which has on it points marked by the elements in A and a further point, labeled by •. and C 2 , which has on it points marked by the elements in B and a further point, also labeled by •. There is an identificationD(A,
In what follows we denote by T i , i = 1, ..., m, linear spaces of codimension t i ≥ 1 in P n+2 and in general position there. We assume that t i is the expected dimension
, which we define to be the intersection product of the cycles ρ −1 i (T i ). Here we assume that those cycles intersect transversally in a finite number of points, each one which is associated with an irreducible source curve and with the property that the corresponding map sends different labeled points to different images. By definition [t 1 , ..., t m ; d, Y ] is one of the GW invariants of Y, it is called basic if m = 3, and one of the t i is = 1. The GW invariants on X are defined in a similar way, by means of linear spaces S i ⊂ P n+1 and otherwise in general position. We shall use the convention that S i and T i are spaces of the same dimension, so that S i is obtained by moving T i into P n+1 . This is the sense of the word specialization for the formula below.
Given linear spaces as above we write G[S 1 , . . . , S s , T s+1 , . . . , T s+t ; d; Y ] to denote the open cycle inM (Y, s + t, d) which can be informally described as the set of rational curves of degree δ on Y with s + t marked points such that the images of the labeled points p j belong to the space with the same label, and such that for j ≤ s and i ≤ s if p j and p i have the same image point in S j S i then this point is a double point for the image curve. We shall use the notation that s i is the codimension of S i in P n+1 so that s i = t i + 1, because of our convention that dimT i = dimS i . Then the codimension of the preceding cycle is j (s j + 1) + j t j . Our aim is to compute the degree of this cycle when its expected dimension is 0. We denoteM 0 (s) the complement inM :=M (Y, s + t, d) of the union of the components of typē D(A, B; d 1 , d 2 ) with say d 2 = 0 and with at least two elements of B which are ≤ s.
If the codimensions s j and t l are fixed the set of lists (S 1 , ..., S s , T s+1 , ..., T s+t ) is parameterized by a product of Grassmann manifolds, hence it is an irreducible variety and then there is an open dense subset of it where the degree of G[S 1 , ..., S s , T s+1 , ..., T s+t ] is maximum. We shall assume that our lists come from this subset.
We start by noting that [S 1 , ..., S d+1 ; d; X] and G[S 1 , ..., S d+1 ; d; Y ] both have the same expected dimension, which we assume to be 0. Next equality amounts to the remark that an irreducible curve of degree δ which cuts a hyperplane in more than δ points lies on it. Thus in order to compute the degree of [S 1 , ..., S d+1 ; d; X] we need to check that the dimension of the preceding cycles is in fact 0 and then to compute their degrees. Now we have by assumption that [S 1 , ..., S d+1 ; d; X] has the correct dimension 0, so the dimension of G[S 1 , ..., S d+1 ; d; Y ] can fail to be = 0 only if R fails, and this is checked by looking at decomposable curves on Y, so in the end to the behavior of curves of degree strictly less than d.
The degree of G[S 1 , ..., S d+1 ; d; Y ] is determined by a reduction process. This is done with the process of moving linear spaces T i which are in general position in P n+2 to the spaces S i of the same dimension, but which are contained in the hyperplane P n+1 , and otherwise in general position there.
Proposition 5 Provided that the dimensions of the cycles below are 0 as it is expected and if assumption * . . . * specified in the proof holds , then
Proof Our procedure is to give onM =M (Z,
thus the two intersection cycles are homologous, because S s+1 and T s+1 are, and so they have the same degree. To avoid confusion we anticipate that it shall turn out that the first addend of the second equality is exactly the piece of the intersection supported on the open partM 0 (s + 1), while the second is supported in the complement M 0 (s)−M 0 (s+1), and that the intersection has no part supported inM −M 0 (s). We
, this is contained inM 0 (s), and we set K c to be the closure of K inM . Then the intersection of K c with the boundary components inM −M 0 (s) is a proper subvariety BK of K c , hence we have that the the locus CBK c covered by the curves parameterized by the points of BK c is a divisor at most on CK c , the locus covered by the curves of K c . By our hypothesis that the dimensions are 0 in fact, then the dimension of T s+1 is (at most) the codimen-
We now *ASSUME* that CBK c is in general position with respect to P n+1 , which just means that no maximal dimensional component of CBK c is contained in X. Let W be a general linear space of dimension 1 larger that the dimension of T s+1 , we recall our conditions dimT s+1 = dimS s+1 ≤ n, then we can move W so that W P n+1 CBK c ∅. Define S s+1 := W P n+1 and take T s+1 to be a general hyperplane section of W ;
, for the same reason as above, since it is S s+1 CBK c = ∅. Thus the only remaining part of the intersection K c ∩ρ −1 s+1 (S s+1 ) to be determined is the one supported on the components ofM 0 (s) −M 0 (s + 1). Since we are onM 0 (s) then a point of this intersection corresponds to a source curve with the property that if there is a component curve which is contracted to a point, then on that component there cannot be two points with labels ≤ s. On the other hand since we are on the complementM 0 (s)−M 0 (s+1) then in fact there must be a component curve which is contracted and one of the labels on it must be s + 1 and the other is ≤ s. Direct inspection shows therefore that the points in
Remark. We show that if s < d + 1 we have that when assumption *ASSUME* fails then this is due to reducible curves of degree δ on Y , so that as it was before for the correct dimension, things can be checked by looking at the behavior of curves of
Proof. Let V be a maximum dimensional irreducible component of BKC c for which *ASSUME* fails, and suppose that for the general member [C, p 1 , . . . , p m , µ] ∈ V one has µ(C) irreducible, hence of degree d. Then CV is also irreducible, and since *ASSUME* fails for it then CV ⊂ X. We have S s+1 CV = ∅, and this implies that the set [S 1 , . . . , S s , S s+1 , P n+1 T s+2 , ..., P n+1 T s+t ; d; X] is not empty. Now recall that the expected codimension zero requirement meant that s
If we check the expected codimension of [S 1 , . . . , S s , S s+1 , P n+1 T s+2 , ..., P n+1 T s+t ; d; X], here we work with X, then we find that this codimension is s+1
.., P n+1 T s+t all are linear spaces in general position in P n+1 , this is the projective space containing X, we conclude that the set [S 1 , . . . , S s , S s+1 , P n+1 T s+2 , ..., P n+1 T s+t ; d; X] is empty.
And we can compute the r.h.s of (4.22) by a process of specialization. Then we will prove Proposition 1. in the following order.
N ,gravity (If number of insertion points gets lower than 3, we insert O e that merely multiply correlation functions by degree d). 
The results of 1st and 2nd steps are 
And we have the following result. Proof In this case, a + b + 1 equals N − 2 + d. Since dim(M k N +1 ) equals N − 1, we receive modification in degree 1 part in truncating (4.24) .
And we have the argument of proposition 2.
Corollary 2 Main relation of H
* q,e (M k k+1 ) with c 1 (M k k+1 ) = 1 takes the form (O e + k!q) N −1 − k k (O e + k!q) k−1 q = 0 (4.34) up to q 3 .
Proof
Consider the formula of multiplication rule (3.7)
. 
Proof of Proposition 7
In this case, a + b + 1 = N − 2 and since dim(M k N +1 ) equals N − 1 truncation of (4.24) occurs only in 6[A N +1 a+b+3 ; 3, N + 1, k].
Then by repeated use of the first reconstruction theorem, we have
Then we determine the contribution from reducible curves. In degree 1 case, reducible curve obviously does not exist and we obtain In case of cubics, since determination of contribution from connected reducible curves is difficult, direct extension of the previous method is still unclear. Instead, we will propose conjectural procedure for constructing recursion relations for c 1 (M k N ) = 0 case in the following. Using the result of Proposition 7, we can evaluate the main relation of H * q,e (M k k ) up to degree 2. We will write it up to degree 2.
On the other hand, main relation of H * q,e (M k k ) can be written using k − 2 point correlation function of pure matter theory. [34] [4]
where a i and b i are coefficients of hypergeometric series obtained from linear ordinary differential equation,
).
(5.48)
If we compare (5.46) with (5.47), we can see the following correspondence holds.
We can make (5.49) into more compact form. 
The second equation is equivalent to,
a j k kj e jx )).
(5.54)
We have to note that in this case, we automatically have derivative of mirror map by B-model parameter x without using any mirror conjecture. And if we define
we obtain flat coordinate of A-model, i.e., mirror map. Then we introduce virtual generator G of virtual quantum cohomology ring. Multiplication rules of virtual generator in the ring is defined as follows.
G · O e m−1 = O e mL k,k k−1−m (e x ) (5.56) (m = 1, 2, · · · , k − 2) G · O e k−2 = 0 (5.57)
On the other hand, real quantum cohomology ring is slightly different multiplication rule from constraints imposed by topological selection rule (3.9),
(5.59)
We can compute L i (e t ) using torus action method. See [16] for details and results. Multiplicative factors of virtual quantum cohomology ring have the following properties (up toq 3 , by using the property of recursive formula for c 1 (M k N ) ≥ 2 case).
a j k kj e jx )) (5.61)
a j k kj e jx )) (5.62)
Note that the multiplicative factor of the relation satisfied by the virtual generator G is nothing but reciprocal of generalized Yukawa coupling of B-model (with trivialization of line bundle factor). [34] Then we search for the transformation rule to go from virtual quantum cohomology ring to real quantum cohomology ring.
Definition 2
We define commutative product ( * ) of differential operators as follows.
Then we try to understand the operator algebra in terms of commutative algebra of differential operators. First, we propose the correspondence,
(5.66)
We also regard O e α as differential operators and multiplication in quantum cohomology algebra can be translated into commutative differential algebra. Then we have
* O e k−2 = 0, (5.67) and
We pick up the following formula from (5.67). 
(5.70) (In (5.70), we use product symbol in * product meaning.) Then we can show induc-tivelyL By some elementary calculation, we obtain the recursive formulas for cubics in Conjecture 1.
Some Trials for Construction of Recursion Relation for d ≥ 4 case
In this section, we search for possibility of construction of recursion relations under the assumption that our previous propositions are true for rational curves of arbitrary degree. In other words, we propose the following conjecture. Conjecture 3 1. If we apply the recursive formulas in Conjecture 1 in case of N − k = 0 without modification, we obtain coefficients of hypergeometric series used in mirror calculation, i.e., we expect the equality,
and quantum cohomology ring of Calabi-Yau hypersurface in CP k−1 is given by, Then we will do some trials for construction of recursion relations for degree 4 and 5 rational curves. First, we construct some formulas on factorization of Gromov-Witten invariants on M k N +1 . Let {n * } := {n 1 , n 2 , · · · , n l } and ind({n * }) = l j=1 (n j − 1). We formally define ind({∅}) as 0. Then we obtain the following formula for correlation function (Gromov-Witten invariants) of topological sigma model on M k N +1 coupled to gravity.
where C d ({n * }; d 1 , · · · , d ind({n * }) ) is the combinatorial factor and polynomial of (d, d 1 , d 2 , · · · , d ind({n * }) ). C d ({n * }; d 1 , · · · , d ind({n * }) ) has the following properties.
We can determine C d ({n * }; d 1 , · · · , d ind({n * }) ) inductively by recursion relation,
(6.83)
Proof
We prove (6.83) by induction of ind({n * }). We denote O e n 1 O e n 2 · · · O e n l as O e {n * } for convenience of space. From first reconstruction theorem of KM, we obtain an equality, On the other hand, we can rewrite the r.h.s. of (6.84) from the assumption of induction,
Then appropriate change of t i 's and u i 's leads to (6.83). Q.E.D.
This formula tells us that if we take N − k fairly large, we can determine the form of recursive formula without subtle complexity. Our conjecture asserts that these formulas obtained works in N − k ≥ 2 case for rational curves of arbitrary degree and in N − k = 1 case for curves whose degree is more than 2.
Using this, we calculate some examples.
And specialization process can be systematically done by the following formula.
Application of (6.88) leads us to,
(6.90)
By combining (6.90) with (6.87), we can obtain specialization results for quartics.
In (6.91), we abbreviate N + 1, k from L N +1,k,d n for convenience of space. We will abbreviate them from now on. Next, we determine the contribution from connected reducible curves R indirectly. Assuming that this specialization result exhausts all the terms that appear in "true " recursion relations (this is true for d ≤ 3 rational curves), we set unknown coefficients for terms of reducible curves considering symmetry of coefficients, which can be seen in the specialization results. , we obtain some constraints on these unknown coefficients.
, a 2 + a 5 = 7 9 , a 1 + a 4 + a 6 = 1
If we compare (6.91) with (6.93), we can see a 1 + a 4 + a 6 = 1, 2b 1 + b 4 = 1, , c 1 + c 4 = 1, 2d 1 = 1, e 1 = 1 are automatically satisfied in (6.91). And we heuristically set a 1 = 1 8 , a 4 = 1 2 , a 6 = 3 8 , b 1 = 3 16 , b 4 = 5 8 , c 1 = 1 4 , c 4 = 3 4 , d 1 = 1 2 , e 1 = 1. We have to note some combinatorial relation on these coefficients that can be seen from (6.91 
Of course, we have the following equality.
(13/32) · 5112982794486067200 + (1/6) · 5040 · 534155202302400 + (2/9) · 56196 · 534155202302400 + (1/2) · 5040 · 1920365635990032 + (11/18) · 56196 · 1920365635990032 + (3/8) · 56196 · 534155202302400 + (3/8) · 2056259520 · 53751685624 + (1/4) · 24699506832 · 53751685624 + (5/8) · 2056259520 · 24699506832 + (3/8) · 24699506832 · 24699506832 + (3/16) · 24699506832 · 2056259520 + ( Moreover, we obtained correct Gromov-Witten invariant for M 5 5 case under the assumption of (5.71). To write out general recursive formula is tedious, and we give the result for M 5 5 in the following.
We also did some trial on quintic curves from specialization approach. The prototype result of recursion relation for quintic curves is the following. 
We don't do subtraction of contributions from connected reduced curves in this case, but we can see some combinatorial characteristics of coefficients even in this case. By direct extension of the procedure used in quartics, we can expect two things from (6.101).
Conclusion
In this paper, we showed the fact that correlation functions of hypersurfaces M k N in CP N −1 (N ≥ k) can be written as polynomials of finite number of integers L k m up to degree 3. In quintic case, these numbers are 1345, 770, 120. We cannot tell how these results are used in the future, but we found the recursion relations that is invariant in c 1 (M k N ) ≥ 2 case produces "bare" B-model or "bare" coordinates of deformation of complex structure of mirror manifold of M k k . This completely agrees with the results of Givental, which saids that in c 1 (M k N ) ≥ 2 case, sigma models on (M k N ) can be solved with hypergeometric series without coordinate transformation i.e., (bare deformation parameter is good coordinate of A-model) and that in Calabi-Yau case, we have to translate the bare coordinate by mirror map. In sum, we can say B-model as toric quantum cohomology compatible with toric compactification of moduli space of pure matter theory. And in Calabi-Yau case, we have to introduce mirror map to compensate for the gap between toric compactification of moduli space of pure matter theory and exact moduli space. These conclusion agrees with the argument of [40] . In line of our arguments, what remains is to construct recursion relations of arbitrary degree of holomorphic maps for c 1 (M k N ) ≥ 2 case. We think we can indeed construct these recursion relations and characterize the toric structure of quantum cohomology ring. Maybe application of complete intersections in CP N −1 can be achieved by changing the input integers L k m . We also have to search for the generalization of specialization arguments to the case of weighted projective space. In this case, we would find toric structure of quantum cohomology ring by construction of recursion relations.
Our last step in discussion of Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces in CP N −1 is construction of correspondence between correction terms and boundary parts of toric compactifications of moduli space.
